INTRODUCTION
If a legal scholar were to write a book about the constitutional right of privacy, the regulation of same-sex intimacy, and the law of sexual harassment, she would likely focus on questions of legal interpretation. Can one infer a right of sexual intimacy from the open-ended language of the Fourteenth Amendment and the Bill of Rights? Are distinctions drawn on the basis of sexual orientation analogous or equivalent to distinctions based on sex, and thus presumptively invalid?
1 Does the federal statutory
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proscription of workplace discrimination "because of... sex" 2 apply to a superior's unwanted sexual advances toward his subordinates? And most crucially: Do courts act legitimately in providing affirmative answers to these questions, given societal disagreement about the underlying moral questions?
Political scientist Jean Cohen has written a book about the constitutional right of privacy, the regulation of same-sex intimacy, and the law of sexual harassment, but these are not her questions. Instead, Cohen locates these issues within a theoretical debate between liberals and welfarists, a term she uses to encompass civic republicans, feminists, and egalitarians more broadly. Liberals rely on the public/private distinction to secure a zone of personal autonomy that the state may not enter, but, welfarists complain, in doing so, liberals license the abuse of private power. The marital rape exemption dramatically illustrates how one man's liberty can be another (wo)man's subordination. 3 Yet many egalitarians also recognize the value of limiting the state's ability to dictate the terms of intimate relationships. Liberals and egalitarians alike think the state should be able to prohibit marital rape but not same-sex intimacy. The regulation of intimacy is thus a site of contestation between the sometimes conflicting claims of liberty and equality.
Cohen accepts the validity of what lawyers and legal scholars would call the legal realist critique of liberal rights. She writes: "[I]t seems paradoxical that privacy and autonomy rights are being asserted as fundamental in American jurisprudence just when their supporting philosophical arguments seem no longer convincing." '4 Privacy, like property, is not a presocial, prepolitical natural right, but the product of historically contingent, dynamic social processes. Rights to privacy, like rights to anything else, are not simply out there; they must be constructed.
In Regulating Intimacy: A New Legal Paradigm, Cohen turns the postmodern critique of rights on its head. So what that privacy rights must be constructed, she says. We can agree with Jeremy Bentham that prepolitical rights are "nonsense upon stilts," 5 and still deem rights valuable. Accordingly, Cohen offers a "constructivist" justification of a right of privacy, i.e., an account that is "constructed" from our situated experience and reflections.
6 "We must reason reflectively and constructively," Cohen writes, "in full awareness that it is we-not nature, tradition, or God-who give ourselves and interpret basic rights and the laws that construct and protect our autonomy. '7 Although subtitled "A New Legal Paradigm," Regulating Intimacy actually offers two new legal paradigms. In addition to substituting constructivism for what she deems antiquated naturalism in justifying and defining privacy rights, Cohen offers a new paradigmatic form of regulation of intimacy and other activities: reflexive law. Cohen uses this term to mean regulation of self-regulation, as opposed to traditional commandand-control regulation. Regulation of self-regulation is reflexive because the subject (regulation) "reflects" the object (self-regulation). In a chapter that ably explains and critiques various continental versions of reflexive law, Cohen advances her own particular account of reflexive law, 8 which, she contends, can sometimes be used to ease the tensions between liberty and equality that arise in the regulation of intimacy. Cohen "favor[s] publicly articulated general legal norms whose content, however, is developed on the local level through institutional (substantive and procedural) innovation oriented toward effective, fair problem solving."' 10 This version of reflexive law is quite similar to what Charles Sabel and I have called "democratic experimentalism," ' I and, not surprisingly, I am sympathetic to Cohen's project. Her discussion of reflexive law in the context of the regulation of sexual harassment shows how reflexive law allows individuals voice in the application and elaboration of general norms such as gender equality.
Cohen does not think that reflexive law is a new legal paradigm in the sense that it will or should replace traditional direct regulation. Rather, she claims that the emerging reflexive law paradigm can be used to supplement other forms of regulation. How should courts, legislatures, and the public choose between reflexive law and other forms of legal regulation? By using the same sort of processes that reflexive law itself employs. In other words, these actors can articulate general, corrigible norms of norm selection, whose precise content will evolve over time in response to practical experience. In this sense, Cohen contends that reflexive law is not just a new paradigm of regulation but also a "metaparadigm" for selecting among forms of regulation.12
This Essay elaborates and evaluates Cohen's claims for constructivism and reflexive law. Part I describes and analyzes Cohen's constructivist 7. Id. at 73. 8. Id. at 151-79. 9. As I explain below, Cohen uses the term reflexive law in two ways. Broadly, she describes any system of regulation that leaves regulated actors with a zone of self-regulation as reflexive. More narrowly-and more usefully-she also uses the term to connote regulation by goal-setting to encourage local problem solving and norm internalization. See justification of a right of sexual intimacy. Part II examines her account of reflexive law. Part III briefly explores a hypothesis suggested, but not expressly articulated, by Regulating Intimacy-that reflexive processes can be used to implement morally divisive norms in ways that may make them more acceptable to those who would otherwise be inclined to reject such norms. I suggest that reflexive law can be employed to make rights revisable rather than permanent, and that conceptualizing rights as provisional would draw some of the sting of recognizing rights in the face of moral opposition.
I. A CONSTRUCTIVIST JUSTIFICATION OF A RIGHT TO SEXUAL INTIMACY
Cohen's constructivistjustification of a constitutional right of privacy aims to preserve the core right while jettisoning its traditional association with patriarchy, a strong public/private distinction, and natural rights. In my view, she succeeds in showing the possibility of (re)constructing privacy along these lines, although she is vulnerable to a different criticism: namely, that the particular conception of the right of privacy that she constructs will not have universal appeal.
Cohen offers her constructivism as a solution to the apparent conflict between liberty and equality. Cohen proposes to resolve the tension by formulating a right of privacy as a "fundamental right to equal liberties."
13 Like Ronald Dworkin, Cohen aims to show that "liberty and equality are, in general, aspects of the same ideal, not, as is often supposed, rivals."
14 Thus, there is no inconsistency in granting consenting adults the right to use contraception or to choose same-sex partners while denying a husband's right to rape his wife. The former are examples of freely chosen decisions, while the latter is an expression of freedom for the man but subordination for the woman, and thus fundamentally inconsistent with the notion of equal liberty for all.
Cohen's chapter on sexual orientation, for example, takes aim at the argument that by claiming a right to privacy, sexual minorities relegate themselves to the closet.1 5 If privacy only protects a right to be left alone, privacy's critics contend, there is no correlative obligation on the government to accept sexual minorities as full members of public society. On this reasoning, privacy's champions have no capacity to criticize laws such 13 Rev. 1431 Rev. , 1454 Rev. -56 (1992 (explaining that in relying on privacy, "'the closet' is less a refuge than a prisonhouse" for gay men and lesbians).
as the federal statute requiring that gay and lesbian members of the armed services conceal their identities. 16 Cohen disagrees. A right of privacy, she insists, is not-or at least need not be-a "duty of privacy." ' 17 Indeed, she reminds us that what makes "don't ask, don't tell" viable is precisely the fact that the Supreme Court, in Bowers v. Hardwick, rejected a right of privacy encompassing samesex intimacy.' 8 Had the Court recognized such a right, the military policy could not be justified on the ground that it aims at revelations of proscribable conduct, for the underlying conduct-"a homosexual act or acts"l 9 -would not be proscribable. In such a counterfactual world, a military policy of excluding gays and lesbians would have to be justified by reference to status, and that would raise serious equality questions. 20 As Justice Scalia's dissent in Romer v. Evans 2 ' underscores, the failure to extend privacy protection to sexual minorities complicates rather than assists the argument for their equal status. This is not to say that it is logically impossible to affirm a principle of equality for sexual minorities without also recognizing privacy protection for "homosexual conduct." The Romer majority clearly thought the two principles compatible, as did some courts and commentators before Romer. 22 But Cohen is plainly right that Hardwick stood as an obstacle to be overcome in making the equality argument, not as a building block in that argument. More broadly, for Cohen, privacy and equality, properly conceived, are complementary, not antagonistic.
2-
16. Subject to affirmative defenses, federal law requires discharge of members of the armed services who engage (or attempt to engage) in a "homosexual act or acts," who state that they are homosexual or bisexual, or who marry or attempt to marry a person of the same sex. 10 U.S.C. § 654(b)(1) (2000 proposal is a good one. As a matter of constitutional theory, however, his approach seems somewhat dubious. It is hard to imagine a defensible approach to the two clauses that does not take greater account of the inseparability of liberty and equality."). 
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Cohen makes a parallel maneuver with respect to the state action doctrine. The decision to proclaim sexual freedom as a freedom from government interference, she argues, does not necessarily prevent recognition of a right, under some circumstances, to government assistance. As she puts it, "Articulating [privacy] rights as negative liberties when appropriate, as rights against the state, does not lock one into the liberal legal paradigm.
'24 The key words here are "when appropriate," for in Cohen's constructivism, rights are always constructed, never taken for granted. Accepting the legal realist critique of natural rights, for Cohen, means recognizing that state action is omnipresent. We can construct a right to abortion that includes a right to public funding of abortion if we deem that decision appropriate. Or not. It is up to us.
Ah, but there's the rub, for who are we? Regulating Intimacy often portrays modern legal doctrine governing sexual intimacy as responding to the dramatic changes in the status of women over the last century, but the book is not primarily a work of descriptive sociology. It sets forth a normative argument for, among other things, a right to privacy. And the public at large comprises the audience for that argument. Thus, the "we" who must construct our rights includes the entire political community.
Moreover, the right to privacy Cohen champions is not merely urged as a matter of policy. She envisions it as an essential precondition for securing fair terms of social cooperation. Accordingly, it would not be sufficient for Cohen's prescription to carry by a fifty-one to forty-nine percent vote. She must secure universal assent. That burden, of course, is impossible to meet, which is why Cohen settles for "the criterion of reasonable nonrejectability," 25 rather than actual nonrejection.
It is not entirely clear how to assess arguments for reasonable nonrejectability. In any polity that is not trivially small, it will be impossible to secure unanimous agreement on any set of fundamental political principles. Two courses seem most fruitful. First, one could seek principles upon which there is general consensus, understood as something more than a bare majority but less than unanimity. Second, one could couch one's arguments, as Cohen does, in terms of nonrejectability, where nonrejectability itself depends upon acceptance of higher-order principles, for otherwise any proposition is, in principle, rejectable by someone.
Cohen builds her argument on "what we now think it means to be free as a person and an equal citizen.
'2 6 Let us grant that, stated at this decision would almost certainly rest on a view about discrimination based on sexual orientation, even if the decision were formally to rest on an elaboration of the meaning of liberty rather than equality. 24. Regulating Intimacy, supra note 4, at 75. 25. Id. at 53. 26. Id. at 73. Although the American Constitution's liberty-bearing provisions generally attach to "persons" rather than to the narrower category of "citizens," Cohen appears to use the terms interchangeably, as will I for these purposes.
level of abstraction, this principle is widely accepted. There remains profound disagreement about what liberties are required to be a free and equal citizen.
Some of that disagreement can perhaps be dismissed as insincere. People who champion a marital rape exemption do not really think that women should be treated as equal citizens, even if they rationalize their position on the ground that such an exemption can be written in formally gender-neutral terms.
But not all disagreement can be so readily dismissed. Some opposition to abortion is rooted in a belief that women should occupy a subordinate role or in purely religious considerations that may not be an appropriate basis for legislation. However, it is certainly possible to believe, on secular grounds, that abortion should be proscribed out of concern for the wellbeing of the fetus, notwithstanding the insult to sex equality. After all, even Cohen thinks that "rights are not absolute trumps; they are mechanisms that trigger inquiry into the justification for governmental decisions.
' 27 Certainly there can be reasonable disagreement about the point in pregnancy (if any) at which the interest in fetal life blossoms into a sufficient justification for an abortion prohibition.
Nor is abortion a special case. The state routinely prohibits adultery, polygamy, and consensual nonprocreative adult sibling incest. With respect to each of these practices, there is a plausible prima facie claim for inclusion within the right of privacy, but also a plausible argument for overcoming that right. Adultery might be prohibited as a means of giving effect to a right to marriage (at least where the parties agree in advance to the prohibition); polygamy can be seen as inherently exploitative (although not without assuming false consciousness); and nonprocreative adult sibling incest might be proscribed as a prophylactic measure to reinforce a taboo that protects the health of offspring (although it is hardly clear that the taboo requires official enforcement). Can arguments to include or exclude any of these practices in a constitutional right of privacy fairly be characterized as nonrejectable?
Given the nature of the debate, nonrejectability is probably too strong a criterion for inclusion within the right to privacy. Perhaps Cohen would do better to follow the alternative strategy I suggested aboveto root protection for the specific entailments of a right of privacy in consensus. If that is the goal, then her argument should be understood not as a meta-argument for the nonrejectability of her claims but as a simple effort to persuade people to adopt her understanding of the right of privacy. Despite her talk about reasonable nonrejectability, understanding her project in this way would better jibe with her democratic sentiments-the idea that "we" must collectively construct our rights.
However, Regulating Intimacy is unlikely to change many minds. For one thing, it is a distinctly academic book, rewarding though sometimes difficult going, even for other academics. More fundamentally, while Cohen's response to egalitarian critics is interestingly original, her argument for the particular entailments of the right to privacy-i.e., the argument that takes aim at anti-abortion traditionalists and the like-is rather familiar. In discussing abortion, for example, she emphasizes the body: "It should be obvious that to force a woman to endure an unwanted pregnancy is to partially impose an identity upon her-the identity of pregnant woman/mother. ' 2 8 No doubt the point is obvious by now, 29 but, if that is so, then stating it again will not persuade those who nonetheless think that there is a sufficient justification for imposing an identity on women.
To 
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HeinOnline --103 Colum. L. Rev. 390 20032 sions that, in her view, overreact to the liberal model in advocating a return from contract to status. 31 Cohen proposes instead that the state regulate the forms and terms of marriage, while reserving to individuals who decide to marry substantial ability to govern themselves. Though bounded by the constraint of equal liberty, in Cohen's "understanding the constitutionalization of individualized privacy rights ascribes to the intimate associates themselves the competence to choose the forms in which they pursue happiness and attempt to realize their conceptions of the good of intimacy.
'32 Regulation of such an institution is thus regulation of self-regulation, or in Cohen's terminology, reflexive.
However, Cohen's constitutional right of privacy is reflexive in only a limited-and not especially interesting-way. Regulation of any institution in which the regulated actors exercise some power to regulate themselves is, on Cohen's criterion, reflexive. And since only totalitarianism regulates everything, leaving persons and institutions with no choices, it would appear that in a free society, all regulation is regulation of selfregulation. What, then, is the point of applying the term reflexive law to any particular field of regulation?
The point, for Cohen anyway, is to steer a middle path between communitarianism and libertarianism. As against communitarians, Cohen insists on the utility of "rights talk," 3 3 while as against libertarians, Cohen insists that rights are not absolute. 34 Yet with the exception of Hugo Black, almost no mainstream American liberal has maintained that rights cannot be derogated if necessary to advance a sufficiently important government objective. 35 Indeed, it has long been blackletter constitutional law that fundamental rights-including the right to privacy-can be overridden when necessary to advance a compelling government interest. shift to Cohen's constructivism result in a parallel shift to derogable rights, and only then would the fact that recognizing rights still leaves room for state regulation appear novel. But if one begins with the assumption that rights need not be absolute, then referring to the partial regulation of rights-bearers as regulation of self-regulation, and thus reflexive law, does not distinguish Cohen's paradigm from the prior, liberal one. We are, and have been for quite some time, all champions of reflexive law.
Nevertheless, in her discussion of the law of sexual harassment, Cohen does use the notion of reflexive law in an interesting and novel way. She begins her discussion of sexual harassment law where her discussion of privacy and sexual orientation leave off. Where the first two chapters of Regulating Intimacy defend a liberal construct-the right of privacyagainst an egalitarian critique, most of Chapter Three defends an egalitarian construct-the prohibition of sexual harassment-against liberal objections. 37 At the end of that chapter, however, Cohen addresses a quite different issue: Where the state chooses regulation of the workplace, what form should that regulation take? She answers this question by pointing to existing law, which, she notes, consists of "federally established incentives to employer self-regulation, conciliation procedures, and a private cause of action," 3 8 an ensemble that she calls-you guessed it-reflexive law.
In describing the structure of sexual harassment law as reflexive, Cohen has in mind a departure from what might be called, for lack of a better term, command-and-control regulation. In the latter, where the government perceives a need to intervene in private ordering, it commands an outcome. A prohibition on intentional homicide is a command-and-control regulation, as is a requirement that new automobiles be equipped with airbags. By contrast, a requirement that new automobiles meet a safety performance standard set by representatives of the automobile industry and consumer groups would be reflexive in the way that Cohen has in mind. Government regulates reflexively by setting a general standard to govern self-regulation by the affected actors. (To state this set of examples is to make clear that reflexivity and, as it were, command-and-control-ness, are matters of degree. "Airbag" or even "airbag made of thus and such materials" is itself a general standard in the sense that it does not dictate every last detail of the safety device. But the difference between specific rules and general standards is clear enough that we can pass over this point. In what sense is the law of sexual harassment reflexive rather than command-and-control-ish? The actual requirements of Title VII, as interpreted by the Supreme Court, are quite ambiguous. Although Court doctrine declares it illegal for an employer to demand that an employee submit to a quid pro quo or to create (or tolerate) a hostile work environment, 40 From her concrete explanation of the reflexive paradigm in the sexual harassment example, Cohen moves several steps up the ladder of abstraction in discussing "The Debate over the Reflexive Paradigm," as she titles Chapter Four, which summarizes and criticizes the leading accounts of reflexivity (under various names). In my view, this chapter obfuscates more than it clarifies, not because of any flaw in Cohen's recounting of the theorists she discusses, but because the theories are unnecessary to understanding the utility of reflexive law.
Cohen's discussion of Gunther Teubner is illustrative. Teubner argues that modern society is so complex and fractured that command-andcontrol regulation is bound to fail.
4 7 Reflexive law is thus the best tool for the society in general to influence the individual social subsystems with which the law interacts, because it encourages actors within subsystems to internalize the general norm. Teubner builds on the work of Niklas Luhmann, who used the term "autopoiesis" to describe social subsystems that operate by their own logic relatively autonomously of one another. 48 Teubner and Luhmann acknowledge that distinct subsystems-such as law 49 and work-interact with one another, but they do so from a distance, which is why, in this account, reflexive law is preferable to other forms of regulation that assume greater permeability between subsystems.
Yet if, as Teubner argues, law and other disciplines are autopoietic, one immediately wants to know how these subsystems interact. That is the central dilemma that Teubner's work addresses. 50 And, as Cohen ex-46. See Regulating Intimacy, supra note 4, at 148-49 (noting that existing law provides an incentive for over-regulation and proposing an open-ended norm that would encourage problem solving and realign incentives); Sturm, supra note 44, at 482 (arguing that vicarious liability "makes the creation of an administrative problem-solving process a part of an employer's legal obligation"). 48. Niklas Luhmann, Das Recht der Gesellschaft 30 (1993) (applying the theory of autopoiesis to law). For criticism and exegesis of autopoiesis, see Hugh Baxter, Autopoiesis and the "Relative Autonomy" of Law, 19 Cardozo L. Rev. 1987 Rev. , 1997 Rev. (1998 (arguing that "whether or not one decides to adopt Luhmann's categories and terminology in one's own work, Luhmann's autopoietic theory still can operate as a productive stimulus for legal theory").
49. Significantly, in this account, law itself is an autopoietic subsystem. See generally Luhmann, supra note 48. 
51 But if that is so, one wants to ask, why do we care that subsystems are uniform in their relative autonomy? If they are diverse in how they respond to external efforts at regulation, we need to know about the details of individual domains of regulation, not about the general phenomenon of autopoiesis.
Cohen agrees. She deems it unnecessary "to buy into the thesis of self-referentially closed, autopoietic subsystems" 52 to appreciate Teubner's argument. Yet, stripped of autopoiesis, Teubner's approach borders on the banal, and, as presented by Cohen, Teubner's strippeddown theory yields no useful prescription. It says, in essence: Life is complicated, so regulate reflexively. But what counts as effective reflexive regulation is also complicated, defying cross-disciplinary explanation.
Cohen addresses other champions of the reflexive paradigm besides Teubner, eventually developing her own synthesis. 53 She makes an important contribution by constructing a firewall between reflexive law and privatization. Acknowledging that reflexive law does afford regulated actors some autonomy, she denies that it is completely indeterminate. Although "[r] eflexive law does not determine specific outcomes ... it steers self-regulation in the right direction" 5 "4-i.e., in the general direction set by the polity through its collective legal processes.
Ultimately, however, Cohen shares Teubner's reluctance to generalize about where and how reflexive law may be useful. Enamored of the notion of reflexivity as a "metaparadigm" for selecting among forms of regulation, 55 she leaves for reflexive processes the determination of where to apply reflexive law. Cohen is plainly right that reflexive law cannot and should not replace command-and-control regulation in all domains. Certainly it would be unwise, for example, to replace the homicide prohibition with a general goal of "respect for human life" to be interpreted and implemented through local participatory processes. Likewise, we would not do well to exchange the Thirteenth Amendment's ban on slavery for a general goal of "encouraging human freedom." Categorical rules have their uses. Despite her caution that reflexive law is not always the most appropriate legal form, by introducing it in the context of a book on the regulation of intimacy, Cohen suggests that it is well suited to addressing many aspects of the regulation of intimacy. However, Regulating Intimacy does not explain how reflexive law-of the interesting sort, i.e., as a distinct form of regulation-can provide traction on the problem that takes up roughly the first half of the book: defining the contours of rights to intimacy.
Indeed, there is at least a prima facie reason to think that reflexive law is particularly poorly suited to defining the right of privacy, given the fact of moral disagreement. As Cohen cogently explains, what distinguishes reflexive law from, on the one side, deregulation, and, on the other side, command-and-control, is that reflexive law sets goals or principles that "are broad enough to leave particular ways of conforming with them relatively open and to permit local, contextual development of the content of these norms, but they are not completely indeterminate."
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One might, therefore, think that reflexive law is best suited to questions as to which there is consensus on broad goals or principles, but uncertainty about means. For example, the reflexive paradigm could be invoked in favor of a performance standard capping emissions of some pollutant rather than specifying a particular technology (such as scrubbers) that must be used to achieve that standard. 58 Similarly, where society has decided to bar workplace sexual harassment (in the United States, by legislative acquiescence to judicial decisions interpreting a statute barring sex discrimination), reflexive law can be used in combination with respondeat superior liability to encourage employers to develop their own procedures for preventing and remedying harassment. However, where there is deep social disagreement-over, for example, whether abortion ought to be a right or a crime-how can reflexive law be of use?
Although Cohen brackets the counter-majoritarian difficulty, 59 she cannot escape the difficulty posed by moral disagreement. Let us grant that the question of how to define a right of privacy is addressed to the public or its elected representatives. How are they to cope with the fact that people hold quite different views about the proper dimensions of a right of privacy?
Cohen's discussion of sexual harassment suggests a possible answer. Like abortion, gay rights, and other subjects addressed in Regulating Intimacy, the legal prohibition of sexual harassment has been intensely controversial. Popular fiction in the 1990s appealed to the sentiment-no doubt felt by a great many men and some women-that false charges of sexual harassment were rampant, 60 while sexual harassment scandals at the highest levels of every branch of the federal government, 6 1 hinted at widespread failure of even national leaders to internalize the anti-harassment norm. Under such circumstances, reflexive law's ability to engender internalization of the anti-harassment norm-as indicated by Sturm's case studies-is impressive.
Nonetheless, inducing recalcitrant actors to accept a previously-rejected norm is not the same problem as deciding, collectively, what our legal norms should be. What if people are deeply and closely divided on the propriety of the legal norm itself? Reflexive law may not issue firm mandates, but it does require broadly defined goals, and much of the controversy regarding the domain of intimacy concerns goals: whether to treat abortion as a right; whether to privilege heterosexual lives; and so forth.
I want to suggest that reflexive law can be useful even where there is no agreement about goals. To see how that might be so requires an emendation to (or possibly only a clarification of) Cohen's account of reflexivity. For Cohen, as for systems theorists like Luhmann and Teubner, reflexive law is a mechanism by which collective decisions of society as a whole steer other actors and institutions. In my version (democratic experimentalism), it is also a mechanism by which relatively local actors and institutions influence collective decisions.
To make that last point concrete, consider the role of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) in enforcing the anti-harassment norm. Given the structure of that norm, the EEOC might "take the lead in disseminating the most successful strategies for preventing and combating sexual harassment. '62 To do so would first require the EEOC to be familiar with those strategies, in other words, for it to compile lists of what are sometimes called "best practices." Those best practices, of course, come from the regulated entities themselves. As in the case of discerning the best currently known method of minimizing the production of some harmful pollutant, so with sexual harassment, the role of the central government (or in some cases, nongovernment actor) is to set initial goals, collect data from the regulated entities about what works and what does not, and then disseminate that information back to the regulated entities so that they may learn from each other's successes and failures. The entire process is then repeated, leading to a regime of "rolling" regulation, in which performance standards are continually ratcheted up as local experimentation reveals what is possible. 63 A rolling regulatory regime is not simply a mechanism for finding ever-better means of achieving fixed ends. It can also lead to the transformation of ends, because human activity rarely proceeds with a singleminded focus. A regime for producing clean air may lead petroleum refiners to include an additive in gasoline that leaches out of storage tanks into ground water, inducing regulators to reformulate their goal as minimizing the combined impacts on air and water. 64 Efforts to implement workplace antidiscrimination norms (including but not limited to the norm against sexual harassment) may raise a distinct but related problem: The background presumption that employers may terminate employees for arbitrary but nondiscriminatory reasons undermines antidiscrimination law by complicating issues of proof; accordingly, a regulator might be led to question and then supplant the employment-at-will rule. 65 More broadly, reflexive law, like the social processes it aims to influence and by which it is influenced, should be conceived in dynamic, multidirectional terms.
Implementing controversial norms-such as the prohibition against sexual harassment or the right to abortion-through reflexive processes can draw some of the sting from the defeat of those who oppose those norms at the level of goals. First, by encouraging local, participatory processes in the implementation of relatively open-ended norms, reflexive law gives citizens some voice in their application, and thus their meaning in context. Second, if, as I have suggested, reflexivity goes both up and down, local participation always has ingredient in it the prospect of changing the principal norm.
To the extent that Cohen's project addresses the question of how a polity chooses its constitutional norms, legal processes seem almost destined to follow the iterative course just described. For example, in the United States, despite extraordinary obstacles to constitutional amendment, the movements for abolition and for civil and political rights for African Americans played an important role in inspiring the movements for women's suffrage and equal rights, 66 as well as subsequent rights movements, such as gay liberation. A movement for rights for one group succeeds in changing the law (whether by judicial interpretation, constitutional amendment, or legislative action), and that movement, along with the social changes that occur in response to the new law, in turn inspire movements for other rights, which if successful, repeat the process. Over time, the meaning and scope of the underlying norm that the rights movement seeks to vindicate change profoundly. Yet the processes just described typically play out over the course of a generation or more. If one accepts Cohen's constructivist claim that "we," the people of the here and now, must construct our own rights, even if we construct them in part from inherited texts, then there must be some mechanism by which our goal-articulating organs such as Congress and the Supreme Court can respond in real time to the percolating up redefinitions of basic rights. With respect to the Court, one would demand, at a minimum, that the Court be exposed and responsive to what Frank Michelman terms "the full blast of sundry opinions and interest-articulations in society.
' 6 7 And a Court that gives no room to bipartisan majorities in Congress to expand constitutional understandings of religious freedom, 68 women's equality, 69 discrimination against the old, 70 and the rights of those with disabilities, 7 ' is hardly acting responsively. Accordingly, despite her desire to bracket the counter-majoritarian difficulty, Cohen's vision of reflexive law-subject to what I expect she would regard as my friendly amendment to make clear that norms move in both directions between the center and the periphery-provides ample grounds for criticizing the Supreme Court as insufficiently attentive to democratic values.
CONCLUSION
Criticism of the Supreme Court, of course, is not the point of Regulating Intimacy, which is not a book for lawyers. Nonetheless, lawyers and legal academics can profit from it in two ways. First, by offering an argument for a right of privacy without the distraction of the usual handwringing over judicial role, Cohen challenges each reader to defend his or her own normative account of liberty and equality. Second, by introducing the concept of reflexive law into the debate over the regulation of intimacy, Cohen suggests that our collective disagreements do not invariably boil down to first-order moral disagreements.
In an era when, distressingly, the best-known self-styled legal pragmatist proclaims moral discourse worthless, 72 Cohen strikes a blow for a more optimistic sort of pragmatism than Judge Posner's pragmatism-asinstrumentalism. 73 By proposing a role for reflexive law outside the realm of technocracy, Cohen offers the possibility that our collective efforts to solve our practical problems can aid in articulating the rights that define the kinds of persons we are. 
